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Agenda – Please Interrupt with Questions
• ORCID Basics
• How it works
• Benefits for individuals
• Benefits for institutions
• ORCID Membership
• ORCID US Community approach
• Getting started at your institution
• Discussion and Questions

What is ORCID?
Open Researcher & Contributor Identification
ORCID iD First Name Last Name
0000-0002-8898-4520 Wang Xiaoli
0000-0001-9115-2015 Wang Xiaoli
0000-0001-8666-6396 Wang Xiaoli
0000-0002-3180-7881 Wang Xiaoli

ORCID iD
• Unique 16-digit number assigned to an individual
• Formatted as a dereferenceable URI (linked data)
• Anyone can get an ORCID iD for free at https://orcid.org/register
• Privacy, information, and permissions controlled by the individual
• Example: https://orcid.org/0000-0002-1196-6279

ORCID iD record
• Contains individual's affiliations:
• Personal details
• Education
• Employment
• Funding
• Works
• Individual has full control over content and privacy
• Institutions are responsible for requesting permission (using OAuth 
2.0) to read info from and assert affiliations onto an individual's 
ORCID iD record – this requires using the ORCID API to connect 
institutional systems with the ORCID registry
• Data is transferred via XML or JSON

ORCID organization
• Established in 2010
• Non-profit
• Community-driven, 880+ member organizations
• ~30 employees
• Maintain the ORCID registry, API, provide support, etc.
• ORCID Board of Directors
• Website: https://orcid.org
https://orcid.org/0000-0002-1196-6279
x 5 million
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ORCID Ecosystem
Possibilities...
• Name(s) & email
• Education
• Employment
• Funding
• Works: Publications, Presentations, etc.
• Coming Soon:
• Research Resources: labs, equipment, facilities
• Peer Review contributions
• Membership & activities in professional associations
ORCID API - Interoperability
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Implications for Individuals
• Responsibilities:
• Register for ORCID iD + Add information + Grant permission
• Benefits:
• Name Dis-ambiguity
• Trusted system for keeping track of and sharing contributions
• Get credit for your contributions
• Improved recognition and discoverability
• "Enter Once, Re-use Often"
• Reduces Administrative Burden
• Ultimately saves time
• *Publishers and Funding agencies increasingly requiring ORCID iDs!
Implications for Institutions
• Responsibilities:
• Become ORCID member
• Configure systems to work with ORCID API
• Connect with authenticated ORCID iDs + Assert affiliations
• Benefits:
• Control over institutional name
• Trusted affiliations
• Stay connected to researchers past, present, future
• Reduce administrative burden
• Faster, automated information sharing
• This is a paradigm shift...
ORCID Membership
• UO is already an ORCID member
• $4300 per calendar year =
• 5 API credentials for integrating ORCID with 5 systems
• Ability to authenticate, read, write, and synchronize updates (with permission from 
researchers)
• Assert ownership of organization name(s) for consistent, trusted, and valid affiliations 
with researchers
• Maintain connections with researchers across time, disciplines, and borders
• Ease administrative burden with faster, automated information sharing via 
interoperability
• Monthly newsletter & analytics report from ORCID
ORCID US Community Approach
• https://orcid.org/members/001G000001wND7XIAW-lyrasis
• Brand new ORCID US Community – a consortium of institutional 
ORCID members in the US led/supported by LYRASIS
• Discounted membership fee
• Dedicated Tech and Community support
• Coming Soon:
• ORCID US Website
• Onboarding resources
• Members-Only Discussion Forum
• ORCID US listserv
• Member stories blog
• Webinars, etc.
• Member map
Getting Started – Planning with Stakeholders
Two approaches:
• 1) Cross-organizational
• Identify key stakeholders across 
campus
• Form a cross-campus group
• Library
• Graduate School
• Research Office
• Grants Office
• HR Office
• 2) Library First
• Identify key stakeholders within 
library
• Form an inter-library group
• Institutional Repository
• ETD submission
• Research Data Management

Planning – Setting Goals
• What do you want to do with ORCID?
• Read information from ORCID records?
• Write information to ORCID records?
• What kind of information?
• Assess systems for ORCID integration + ORCID integration 
requirements
• What systems are you using?
• What systems do you want to integrate with ORCID?
• How will information flow between systems?
• No matter what – FIRST STEP = Use OAuth to get Authenticated 
ORCID iDs
ORCID iD: (Manual Entry)
ORCID iD:
the University of Oregon's Duck ID System
University of Oregon
Implementation
• Custom/local systems – request sandbox credentials 
at https://orcid.org/content/register-client-application-sandbox
• 5-step process (iterative)
• 1) Authentication
• 2) Display
• 3) Collect
• 4) Connect
• 5) Synchronize
• Third-party systems – depends on system
Outreach & Communication
1) Anticipation – plant the seed of what ORCID is
2) Action – encourage creation & use of ORCID iD
3) Awareness – ongoing recognition and use of ORCID
https://members.orcid.org/outreach-resources
• What populations might you want to pilot first? 
• Who will be leading and conducting the outreach efforts?
• What materials and format might best reach your audience?
• How and who will answer researchers’ questions about ORCID at your 
institution?
Discussion & Questions
• Thank you!
• Sheila.Rabun@lyrasis.org
• Orcidus@lyrasis.org
• ORCID US Listserv:
http://lyralists.lyrasis.org/mailman/listinfo/orcid-us
